Teaching Socio-Environmental Synthesis with Case Studies: July 2017

Time of Event:
Monday, July 24, 2017 - 09:00 to Friday, July 28, 2017 - 17:00

"Teaching Socio-Environmental Synthesis with Case Studies: July 2017"

This is a closed meeting for a funded group of visiting scholars.

The Teaching Socio-Environmental Synthesis with Case Studies program aims to deepen our collective understanding of the teaching and learning of relevant concepts and competencies, define and adapt the case study approach for use in the socio-environmental context, and create a collection of high quality teaching case studies (SESYNC case study collection).

To learn more about this short course and to learn how to apply, click here [1].

Event type:
Short Course/Workshop

Associated SESYNC Researcher(s):
cwei [2]
dhawthorne [3]

Event Attendance:
Private Working Group

Source URL:
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